
Clay Paky @ PLASA 2015

Clay Paky is delighted to once again be a Gold Sponsor of PLASA. Year on year, the show provides the ideal
platform to personally share our latest fixtures with lighting designers from all over the world and connect with
our extensive network of distributors and partners.

This year, we recognise the importance of this network by joining our valued distributor for the UK and Ireland 
Ambersphere Solutions on stand B10, where we will be showcasing two brand new additions to Clay Paky
range: SCENIUS and SPHERISCAN, finally ready to be delivered to customers.

 

Scenius is our new, extremely silent moving head spotlight at the top of the Clay Paky range. Its advanced
optical unit and the new 1400W – 6000K OSRAM discharge lamp provides a much higher light output than with
previous generation 1500W lamps. Scenius can count on a CRI>95, which is very unusual for a metal halide
light source.
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Spheriscan is a revolutionary scanner with a modern twist; its mirror goes on turning endlessly beyond 360
degrees, which creates an absolutely original swirling effect. Its speed may be adjusted as desired, reaching a
maximum of 250 RPM and boasts a brand new 1200W OSRAM lamp. It is IP54-rated and so ideal for use
outdoors. It also may be recessed into the stage floor, with only its transparent head visible, to create original
grazing projections.

Scenius and Spheriscan will be joining the very successful A.leda B-EYE, SuperSharpy and Stormy – along with
the incredibly popular Mythos on the Ambersphere stand.

We invite PLASA London visitors to come along and watch our demos, which will take place every hour and
include a lighting and video show and hands-on presentations by our knowledgeable product managers.
Prepare to be stunned!

– The Clay Paky team
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